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Abstract
Light transport simulation is an essential ingredient for
producing realistic images by computer. Simulating light
transport requires constructing light paths that connect
light sources to the virtual camera. We introduce a novel
method for optimal combination of light path segments
in a popular light transport algorithm known as photon mapping. Our method substantially improves photon
mapping’s ability to produce accurate synthetic images
for a wide range of scene settings, which include various
types of materials, geometry, and light sources.
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1.

Figure 1: Example of a complex scene that cannot be efficiently rendered by the state-of-the-art
algorithms for light transport simulation. The image is a real photograph, not a computer rendering. Image courtesy of the Pedini company.

Introduction

In our work we deal with one of the remaining challenges
in computer-based realistic image synthesis: efficient, reliable, and accurate rendering of scenes that contain arbitrarily complex materials and light sources.
An essential ingredient for producing realistic images is
accurate light transport simulation. The state-of-the-art
light transport simulation algorithms are, however, usually not capable of handling arbitrary scenes efficiently.
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For instance the popular path tracing algorithm [4] fails
to produce noise-free results in reasonable amount of time
when it is given a scene with complex indirect lighting
containing many glossy materials and small light sources.
In fact, such settings in real environments are quite common, as demonstrated on the example in Figure 1. Photon mapping [3] handles a wider range of scenes than
path tracing, which is why we chose it as the basis of
our research. But even photon mapping is still unable to
efficiently render scenes with shiny, glossy materials, as
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Even in a simple scene such as this one,
photon mapping creates unwanted splotches in the
image (left), whereas our novel method produces
a clean, artifact-free result (right).
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a) Photon mapping

b) Path tracing (6 days)

c) Our method (1 day)

Figure 3: Comparison of the state-of-the-art light transport simulation algorithms (a and b) to our
method (c). Notice that Photon mapping (a) produces spiky noise and false (non-existent) highlights.
Path tracing (b) leaves a lot of noise, even after 6 days of computation. Our method (c) generates a
much cleaner image in a shorter computation time.
Simulating light transport requires constructing light paths
that connect light sources to the virtual camera. Photon
mapping belongs to the family of bidirectional methods
that construct the full light paths by following sub-paths
from the light sources and from the camera, and connecting them afterwards. However, a general, provably good
strategy for connecting light sub-paths in photon mapping
was not known. Instead, a set of heuristics for sub-path
connection were used, that only work for a limited range
of input scenes. Our main contribution is the formulation a general sub-path connection strategy for photon
mapping that allows to efficiently render a wide range of
scenes, including those with glossy materials and complex
lighting.

2.
2.1

Outline of Our Solution
Path Combination

Unlike in the original photon mapping, we extend the
sub-paths generated from the camera over several vertices (i.e. light bounces). A connection to the sub-paths
from the light sources is created at each of these vertices.
This results in a family of path connection strategies, each
of which is useful for simulating different lighting effects.
By combining all those strategies together using Multiple Importance Sampling [6], we are able to take the best
of each, thereby increasing the reliability of light transport simulation. The resulting method bears similarity
to Bidirectional Path Tracing (developed independently
by Lafortune and Willems [5] and Veach and Guibas [6]),
which is why we refer to our algorithm as bidirectional
photon mapping. A mathematical formulation and detailed description of these ideas can be found in [7, 8].

2.2

Progressive Photon Mapping

Even though our path connection strategy substantially
improves the quality of images generated by photon mapping, their accuracy is still limited by the low number of
pre-generated light sub-paths that can be stored in the
memory of a computer. This limitation of photon mapping was recently addressed in the work of Hachisuka et
al. [1, 2]. They propose progressive photon mapping that
circumvents the memory limitations of the original formulation. We have successfully applied our new path connection strategy to progressive photon mapping, resulting in
progressive bidirectional photon mapping. This algorithm

is capable of handling scenes containing materials with arbitrary reflectance properties and can render scenes with
much finer details than its nonprogressive version. Some
of our results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

3.

Conclusion

We have developed a new general method for combining the light paths in photon mapping. The novel light
transport simulation algorithm derived from this method
is capable of rendering complex scenes with difficult light
settings and with materials of arbitrary reflective properties. Contrary to other state-of-the-art algorithms such
as photon mapping, our method does so without producing any objectionable artifacts in the resulting image. We
believe that our method is an important step towards developing a universal and reliable algorithm for realistic
image synthesis capable of efficient light transport simulation in arbitrarily complex scenes—the holy grail of
physically based rendering.
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